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Stony Brook University (SBU), base at Suffolk County, New York, presents a particular dilemma for higher education: whether Stony Brook is a factual leader in the sciences and arts, and whether or not the University of Stony Brook is the leading public university in the United States (US).

There is this sense that the State University of New York (or SUNY) was founded to provide higher education at a low cost. Giving a presume wealth of opportunities to low-income students, from less affluent academic backgrounds, to pursue a world class education. Yet in the last 17 years, the University of Stony Brook has been besieged by allegations, scandal, higher unemployment, and a county that has falling victim to a health care system that has adopted extreme tactics to cater to more privilege interests; which has led to disproportionality that has greatly affected those of low-income and in poverty.
The modernist architecture and setting of SBU is one of wonder; whereby, first year undergraduates are awestruck by SBU’s vast variety of food, recreation, health and counseling services, that has giving the University of Stony Brook the eloquence of a first-class university within a college system that is confronted by increasing tuition and food prices, and a US academic standard that has seen the dismantling of the core guidelines of the Educational Opportunities Program -- falsely connotating it’s summer program as a reputable academy to incoming students, and cuts in funding for the social sciences and the arts. All indicative of a public education centralism that aims to incur massive profits to fuel a county-scale economy, and to integrate with other universities to claim the standing of a global leader in higher education; next only to both Berkeley and Rutgers University.

Having hired world-class teaching professors to instruct their students in higher education, while pursuing research for humane purposes. The University of Stony Brook has gained the notoriety of a cult-university that has been declining since, at its height, of the fall
semester of 2002. When the noted scholar, Shirley Strum Kenny, was elected to overhaul Stony Brook’s crude education and extensive landscape, to reinvigorate public education. Yet with a world economy at the brink of a housing and banking crises, SBU, by the late-2008, was confronted by massive college debt, and higher food and real estate prices, which greatly affected college well-being; even amongst their faculty and staff.

The noted scholar, Shirley Strum Kenney, eventual retirement, made way for Samuel Stanley to take the reign as president of SBU. With a growing reputation as a world-class public university -- using massive funding, increase taxes, heavy relocation of less affluent groups to make way for the privatization of the north shore, of Suffolk County, Stanley’s willingness to take part with the corporate sector, cause SBU to succumb to corrupt interest. Imposing business tactics to employ global cult-figures, as faculty members, to bring prestige to its research department as a long-term investment for public education. Fueling the Long Island economy as a waypoint that sought to take part in elite
decision-making, as, “an elite institution, but not an elitist” aiming to infringe on the elite colleges and elite decision-making to make questionable headway, i.e., in its attempt to allow the business class to take over the New York state public education system. In which, the stakes were high to implement its faculty members to promote Stony Brook, but in which radical extremism, amongst its activists and political leadership, enabled for the radicalization of the corporate sector and encouraged the faculty to apply extreme tactics to realize their own radical ends of higher education, counterintuitive, to a humane and welcoming university.

Rather Stony Brook University became a center for state privatization, political mishandling, and corporate-state policies at the borderline of neo-Fascist policies meant to discipline their students to obey an educational institution desperate to become a global leader in higher education. Though, in contradiction, becoming a university that has met its ultimate decline; in the formulation, of having to award honorary doctorates to declining figures, i.e., the Nobel laureate Bob
Dylan, the actor, Alan Ada, and the long-time New York State Senator Chuck Schumer, etc., to pacify their summer graduating class. With notable alumni that has not reach the limelight of historical achievement.

A horrific academic institution, first established as Oyster Bay College, that prides itself as world class, yet deluded enough not to realize it’s stature as a public academia that infringes into elite decision making to safe-guard a regional economy, allying with fanatical foundations, i.e., the Simons Foundation, the Templeton Foundation, etc., to increasingly infringe in the elite colleges. Causing Stony Brook University to overexpose its core educational practices, extreme tactics, and cult-figured professors, to the global mainstream media. Resulting in the mainstream media’s decision to punish the SUNY public education system with a blackout and fire-wall -- creating, “cult-central” in the Suffolk County district; teeming with corruption and an unprecedented criminal-activity of academic and humanitarian fraudulence.
Becoming a test model for one of the most frightening universities in global history. Both for its brutality and willingness to make ostracism into a planetary normalcy. Yet for its capability for horrid academic policies that tolerates Fascism -- in the modern formalism of neo-Fascist sentiment, to solidify conformity of faculty, staff, and students. Leading to a cascading effect of deadly tactics and norms that could potentially incline itself to totalitarian acts of supreme racism and academic genocide.